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ABSTRACT

The Jam operation IS the most costly
operation m relatlonal database management
systems Dlstrlbuted and parallel processmg
can effectively speed up the pm operation
In this paper, we describe a number of highly
parallel and plpelmed multiprocessor Join
algorithms usmg sort-merge and hashing
techniques Among them, two algorithms are
parallel and plpelmed versions of tradltlonal
sort-merge Jam methods, two algorithms use
both hashmg and sort-merge techniques,
and another two are varlatlons of the hybrid
hash Jam algorithms
The performance of
those algorithms 1s evaluated analytrcally
agamst a generic database machme archltecture The methodology used in the design
and evaluation of these algorithms 1salso dlscussed
The results of the analysis indicate that
using a hashmg technique to partltlon the
source relations can dramatically reduce the
elapsed tune hash-based algorithms outperform sort-merge algorithms m almost all
cases because of their high parallehsm
Hash-based sort-merge and hybrid hash
methods provide slmllar performance m most
cases With large source relations, the algorithms which replicate the smaller relation
usually give better elapsed time Sharmg
memory among processors also improves performance somewhat
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CentercontractF30602-85-C-0215
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1. Introduction
As enterprises use database management systems
to manage more of their mformatlon, the size of exlstmg databases 1s mcreasmg rapidly Databases of over
100 glgabytes now exist, terabyte databases, If they do
not exist now, wti appear m the next few years
Managmg these large databases will requve more
powerful architectures than are m common use today
Technology now permits the construction of multiprocessor database management architectures with tens or
hundreds of processors, a gigabyte or more of mam
memory, and disk capacity m the terabyte range The
Teradata DBC/ 1012 is an example of such an archltecture [Tera83]
The Join operation 1s an important operation for
relational database systems and a large amount of work
has been done to develop efficient algorithms to perform the Mom operation It ~11 become’ even more
important as logic-based inference capabdltles are
added to these systems In this paper, we describe a
number of multiprocessor Join algorithms The algorithms use sort-merge and hashmg techniques, and are
highly parallel and plpelmed The algorithms are
designed to execute on a multiprocessor architecture
that 1sparameterlzed m the degree of memory sharing,
so that tightly-coupled, loosely-coupled, and mtermedlate architectures can be modeled Other architectural
parameters include the number of processors, number
of disks, amount of mam memory, and mterconnectlon network bandwidth We model analytically the
performance of the algorithms to determine elapsed
time, resource utlllzatlon, and other quantities as functlons of the workload and architectural parameters
The Join algorithms overlap computation, disk
transfers, and mterconnectlon network transfers An
important feature of our analysis 1s that this overlap of
different system resources is modeled m the analysis of
This analysis also ldentties
the elapsed time
bottlenecks that hmlt the algonthms’ performance
We do not model multiple simultaneous Jam operations and therefore do not compute system
throughput
Based on this analysis, we will answer the followmg questlons
.
How do the algorithms compare in performance?
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When does one outperform another?
How does elapsed tnne vary as a function of the
archltectural parameters?
.
How does elapsed tune vary with the workload?
.
Does shared memory help algorithm performance? To what extent?
.
What are the archltectural bottlenecks? How
could they be allevlatedv
In the followmg sections, we describe the multlprocessor hardware architecture and the pm algorithms, develop cost formulas for the algorithms, compare the algorithms performance under various workloads and hardware configurations, and summarize the
results of our investigation
.
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2. Multiprocessor Data Management Architecture
Many speclahzed architectures have been proposed for high performance relational database
management These architectures mclude loglc-ondisk machmes [Schu79, Su79], VLSI-based special purpose processors [Klts83, Shlb841, and loosely- and
tightly-coupled multiprocessor architectures [DeW179,
Tera83, Dew1861 We believe that commercially
viable database machmes must be constructed prmapally from the commodity components such as general
purpose microprocessors and conventional disk storage
devices
This belief 1s based on the superior
price/performance and rehablllty of commodity components compared to custom components Therefore,
we consider m this study a multiprocessor architecture
with the followmg characterlstlcs
The architecture uses a large number (tens to
hundreds, at least) of processors to obtam the
necessary performance This assumes that the
processors can be used effectively The Teradata
DBCllOl2 appears to have demonstrated that this
1spossible
The architecture can use large amounts (hundreds
of megabytes to hundreds of glgabytes) of semiconductor memory In the next few years, this
amount of memory wdl be feasible as well as
cost-effective
The architecture can support an aggregate disk
capacity of a terabyte or more, only a small fraction of the total database can be accommodated m
mdm
memory
We assume further that many of
the mdlvldual database relations wll typically not
fit in mam memory
Figure 1 shows a block dugram of our architecture
The architecture consists of a set of clusters linked by
an mtercluster bus or rmg Each cluster consists of a
set of processors, a shared memory bank addressable
by all the processors m the cluster, and a set of disk
Processors
storage units and associated controllers
read and write the shared memory m units of a few
bytes, with httle contentlon The processors may have
local caches to reduce memory contentlon, but this 1s
mvlslble to the data management software except possibly for the need to flush the cache occasionally
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Figure 1 Multiprocessor Data Management
Architecture

Transfers between disk and memory, and between
cluster memories over the bus are a page at a tune,
where a page 1s a few kilobytes or more m size A
specific configuration of this architecture IS determmed
by the followmg parameters
NC
number of clusters
number of processors per cluster
K
number of disks per cluster
pages of mam memory available per cluster
FG
page size m bytes
These parameters can be varred to determme the effect
of archltectural changes For instance, fi the CPU 1s a
bottleneck, more CPUs can be added per cluster or
each CPU can be made faster (CPU speed 1s defined
m terms of execution times for basic operations associated with the Join algorithms, such as tuple move ) If
the disk 1sa bottleneck, the page size can be increased,
the disk transfer rate can be increased, or more disks
can be added per cluster We have assumed that the
network 1s a single bus, so the only architectural cure
for a network bottleneck 1s to mcrease the network
transmission rate
3. Join Algonthm Descnptlons
The problem that each Join algorithm solves 1sthe
following
Gwen relations R and S, compute theu
natural Join on a specified pau of attributes, giving output relation 0 R and S are assumed to be uniformly
partitioned across all disks on all clusters according to
attributes that are often used for selections or moms of
these relations However, to make the Jam dtificult,
we assume that the Jam attributes for R and S are not
the partltlonmg attributes This forces tuples to be
transmitted between clusters to perform the Jam The
partition 1s not determined by the values of the Jam
attributes, so that tuples must be transmitted between
clusters to perform the Join Let R, and S, denote the
fragments of R and S, respectively, stored on the
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disks at cluster C, The result of the Jam can be partttioned across the clusters, It need not be collected on
one cluster No proJectlon 1s performed on the result
except to remove the redundant copy of the JOln
attrlbute, so no duphcate tuples are produced
Assume wlthout loss of generahty that S 1s larger
(m bytes) than R Some of the algorithms transmit
only one of the relations over the mterconnectlon network, m these cases, they transmit R , the smaller relation
Each algorithm consists of one or more phases
The phases are executed one after another, the activity
m one phase completes before the next phase starts
Within each phase, a fixed set of processes execute m
parallel, passmg data to each other (possibly over the
network) and reading from and wrltmg to disk m plpelmed fashion Each cluster has dedicated send and
receive processes to act as mtermedmrles between
communlcatmg processes on dtierent clusters
Processes communicate mth each other via
streams of data pages Each process may have several
input and output streams We chose this granularity of
communlcatlon to mmlmlze the mterprocess communlcatton and synchronlzatlon overhead The cost of
passing a page of data between processes on the same
cluster is assumed to be neghglble m comparison to
the cost of producmg or consummg it In some algorithms, processes on the same cluster read concurrently from the same page buffer or other memory
area, concurrent readmg and wrltmg 1s not used
because it would require a high synchronnatlon overhead The mterprocess communlcatlon system uses
flow control to match the speeds of the producing and
consummg processes and to prevent buffer overflow
Enough buffers are allocated to allow all processes to
execute concurrently
In this section we present SIX algorithms wth the
above assumptions The algorithms come m patrs the
first of each pair transmits tuples from both R and S
over the network, while the second transmits only
tuples from R , reducing communlcatlons cost while
increasing computation The two algorithms compnsmg the first pair are parallel versions of the the basic
sort merge Join, they are most slmllar to algorithms
described m [Bitt831 [Vald84] The other four use
hashing to decompose R and S mto buckets, and then
use either a sort-merge or a hashing technique to Jam
each pair of buckets They are similar to algorithms
described m [Dew1841 [Klts83]

Previously pubhshed algorithms have presented
parallel algorithms for the sort phase Bltton et al
describe pm algorithms employmg a parallel bmary
merge sort and a block bltontc sort [Bitt831 The
former can be improved, memory permlttmg, by usmg
a general multi-way merge [Vald84] Both algorithms
start by generatmg a set of sorted runs from the ortglnal unsorted relation These runs are generated usmg
a mam-memory sortmg algorithm or a prlonty queue
The latter 1s preferable because tt generates runs that
are on average twice the size of the mam memory
dedicated to the priority queue, and hence twice the
size of the runs generated by a mam-memory sortmg
algorithm [Gut731
In addltlon, run generatlon by
priority queue is mherently a plpelmed operation, permittmg better overlap between CPU and 110 than run
generation by mam memory sortmg Once the runs
are generated, the final sorted output is generated
either by merging the runs or by usmg a block bltonlc
algorithm
The sort-merge pm algorithm Just described parallehzes the sort operations, but the final merge-Jam
operation 1s still performed sequentially over the entire
length of both relations In the algorithm described
below, the final merge-Join 1s partitioned mto multiple
parallel processes so that no smgle process must pass
over all of either relation This is accomphshed by
generating NFRUNR final runs of relation R and
NFR UNs final runs of relation S , and merge-Jommg
each of the final runs of R with each of the final runs
of S, all m parallel One of these merge-pins is executed at each cluster, leaving the Jomed relation 0 partitioned across the clusters There 1s an obvious constramt
NFRUNR NFRUNs = NC
For convenience m descrlbmg the algorithm, let the
clusters be named C,, for 1s 1s NFRUNR and
r< J< NFRUN, The clusters are logically arranged as
a two-dimensional array Hrlth NFRUNR rows and
NFR UNs columns, though thetr physical mterconnectlon 1s unchanged (Assume for now that there are at
least two rows and two columns The degenerate case
1s discussed below ) The portion of R stored on C,, 1s
called R,, The algorithm has three maJor phases
Phase 1. At each cluster C,,, NP processes generate mltlal runs of R,, and write them back to disk
Each process has its own prlorlty queue for generatmg
the runs
Phase 2: Each cluster C,, generates mitral runs of
S,, m the same way
Phase 3: Merge the mltlal runs of R mto
NFRUN, final runs, and the mltlal runs of S mto
NFRUNs final runs Also, merge-pm each final run
of R Hnth each final run of S to produce the result
The merging and merge-Jommg form a five-stage pipelme The final runs of R are produced m two stages
The first stage of the merge occurs at each cluster C,,
where a merge process merges all initial runs of R,,
mto a smgle sorted version of R, One of the clusters
m each row, the TOWprvot cluster, executes the second

3.1 Parallel Sort Merge Algonthms
3.1.1 Parallel Sort-Merge Joan Type 1 (SMJN
In the basic sort-merge pm, each relation 1s first
sorted on Its JOm attrlbute Then, the two sorted relations are merge-Jomed The merge-Jam operation
matches tuples m the two relations by their JOln attrlbutes and generates the result tuples It 1s plpelmed
much like a merge operation, except that a tuple in
either input relation can be used to construct multiple
output tuples
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memory Batches 1,
, NBATCH of each relation
are written to disk during partltlonmg Batches RB,
and SBo are jomed during or lmmedlately after partltionmg, dependmg on the particular algorithm
If
sufficient memory 1s avrulable, NBATCH =0 and no
batches must be written to disk Otherwise, batches
, NBATCH are read from disk and pmed one
1,
after the other The number of batches can be computed from the size of the relations and available
memory, see Section 4 This partltlonmg technique
mmmlzes the amount of mtermedlate data that must
be wrltten to disk
All of the algorithms further partition the batches
mto buckers and Jam the buckets wlthm each batch m
parallel Two of the algorithms, HSMl and HHl, Jam
respective buckets using a sort-merge technique similar
to the GRACE algorithm [Kits831 The other two,
HHl and HH2, use the m-memory hash table technlque described m [Dew1841 [Brat841 The type 1
algonthms, HSMl and HSM2, transmit both R and S
over the network, the type 2 algorithms, HSM2 and
HH2, transmit only R , the smaller relation

stage, merging the sorted R,, ‘s mto a final sorted run
for the row The final runs of S are generated m the
same way except that a column pwot cluster executes the
second merge stage for clusters m Its column The
row (column) pwot clusters send their final runs to the
other clusters m the row (column), each cluster
merge-pms the final run of R for row I with the final
run of S for column 1 to produce 0,,, a fragment of
the final result By choosmg C, as the row pivot cluster for row 1 and C,+t, as the column pivot cluster of
column J, no cluster 1sboth a row and a column pivot
3.1.2. Parallel Sort-Merge Joln Type 2 (SMJZ)
It may be wasteful to sort both relations completely before merge-Joining them, especially d the Jam
selectivity is low At each stage of the merging process, tuples are bemg processed that may not partlclpate m the final JOIXI The followmg algorithm makes
only one pass over the larger relation (S) In the
descrlptlon, we revert to smgle subscripts on clusters
and relation fragments The algorithm has three
phases
Phase 1: Generate local runs of R, at each cluster
C,. as m algorithm SMJI
Phase 2: Merge these runs mto a smgle sorted
version of R This is done with a two-stage merge
Each cluster executes the first stage, mergmg the local
runs mto a sorted version of R, The results from
each cluster are sent to C1, which executes the second
stage of the merge and broadcasts the resultmg sorted
R to all clusters Each cluster writes this run to disk
Phase 3: Generate runs of S at each cluster usmg
a prlorlty queue However, mstead of wrltmg these
runs to disk, merge-Jam them nnmedlately vvlth R to
produce the output tuples Let there be NP processes
at each cluster executing the run generation stage,
palred with an equal number of processes executmg
the merge-Jam stage
The advantage of this algorithm 1sthat it produces
the pm results with one pass over the S relation
When S 1s large, this presumably saves much of the
I/O and processmg that would otherwlse be requved to
produce the final runs of S The disadvantage 1s that
R must be read repeatedly from disk to be Jomed
agamst the runs of S (If R fits entirely m mam
memory, thts is unnecessary However, hash-based
algorithms are probably superior m this case We do
not attempt to fit all of R m mam memory )

3.2.1. Hash-Based Sort-Merge Join Type 1 (HSMl)
This algorithm partitions each batch of R and S
further into NC NPF buckets that are Joined m parallel by NPI,,,, processes on each of the NC clusters A
hash function apphed to the JOIN attribute of each tuple
determmes the batch, cluster, and process m which It
~tlll be Jomed Each pm of buckets is Jomed usmg a
sort-merge Jam
Let RB,, denote the subset of RB, derived from
R,, the subset of R stored at C, Define SB,, stmllarly The algorithm has three phases
Phase 1: At each cluster C,, NPF processes read
R, from disk a page at a time The assignment of
pages to processes 1s arbitrary The processes hash
each tuple m a page to determme the batch, cluster,
and process m which it ~11 be Joined If the tuple 1sm
batch J# 0, it 1s placed m a buffer to be wrltten to a
disk file for RB,, If the tuple belongs to batch 0 but 1s
to be Joined on a different cluster, It 1s placed m a
buffer to be sent to that cluster If the tuple 1s to be
Jomed by a different process on the same cluster, It 1s
placed m a buffer to be sent to the correct process
When a process fills one of these buffers, it writes It to
disk or sends it to another cluster or process as
appropriate When a page 1s sent to another cluster, It
1s received by an arbitrary process on that cluster, the
tuples m the page are rehashed and sent to another
process m the cluster If necessary Once the tuple
arrives at the correct process, It 1s mserted mto a
bmary search tree The search tree will be traversed
morder m the next phase to produce a sorted version
of the bucket When all of R, has been read, S, 1s
processed m the same way
Phase 2: This phase 1s repeated for J rangmg
from 1 to NBATCH
If NBATCH=O, this phase is
omitted At each cluster C,, each process performs an
morder traversal of its R and S search trees to produce a sorted stream of tuples for each bucket It

3.2. Hash Partttlonlng Jom Algonthms
These algorithms all use a hash partltlonmg technlque described m [Dew1841 to decompose a Jam of
two large relations mto a sequence of smaller Jams
They partition tuples of R and S mto butches
RB,,
, RBNBATCH and SBo,
,~BNBATCH
and
Join the respective batches The partltlonmg 1s based
on the value of a hash function apphed to the Jam
attribute, so that pmmg the respective batches generates all required result tuples The batches are sized
so that each batch pm can be performed m mam
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merge-Jams these tuples to produce the Jam results
As tuples are consumed, the space they occupied 1s
freed As the memory 1s freed, the processes read the
file for batch RB,,, hash each tuple, send the tuples to
the appropriate cluster and process, and insert them
into search trees occupymg the newly freed space
When all of RB,, has been read, SB,, IS processed m
the same way
Phase 3: In this phase, the buckets m batch
NBATCH are pmed as described for phase 2 No data
remains to be read from disk and partltloned

to be wrltten to disk or sent to another cluster If
necessary It IS not necessary to send a tuple from one
process to another on the same cluster, however
Once a tuple 1s at the correct cluster, any process can
probe the appropriate hash table to generate the Join
results
Phases 3 and 4 are repeated for J rangmg from 1
to NBATCH
If NBATCH =0, these phases are omltted
Phase 3: This is sun&r to phase 1 except that
each cluster C, reads RB,, from disk Instead of R,, and
performs no disk writes
Phase 4: This IS similar to phase 2 except that
each cluster C, reads SB,, from disk instead of S,, and
performs no disk writes

3.2.2. Hash-Based Sort-Merge Jorn Type 2 (HSM2)
This algorithm differs from Algorithm HSMI m
that relation S 1s not sent over the network Instead,
each cluster C, pms all of R with Its portlon S, of
relation S A hash function on the JOT attrlbute of
each tuple determmes the batch to which the tuple
belongs, and the process on each cluster (m the case of
R ) or the process on cluster C, (m the case of S,) that
will do the Jommg
The algorithm has three phases Only the first
phase will be described,, the other phases should be
clear from the descrlptlon of phase 1 and Algorithm
HSM 1
Phase 1: At each cluster C,, NPhash processes
read R, They hash each tuple to determme the batch
and process number Each tuple 1s buffered either to
be written to disk or to be broadcast to the correct process on each cluster Each process constructs a bmary
search tree of tuples belongmg to its own bucket
When all of R, has been read, S, 1s processed m the
same way, except that tuples from S, are not transmltted to other clusters, only to other processes on the
same cluster

3.2.4. Multipmcessor Hybrid Hash Join Type 2
W-W
This algorithm 1s to Algorithm HHl as Algorithm
HSM2 1s to Algorithm HSMl It has four phases similar to those of Algorithm HHl However, tuples of S
are not transmitted over the network In fact, they are
not even transmltted between processes on the same
cluster smce.any process can probe a hash table on the
same cluster
3 3. Discusston
The algorithms described above represent the
latest versions m a sequence of algorithms These versions provide better overlap m the usage of different
resources than earher versions For example, m all
four hash partltlonmg algonthms, the communlcatlons
load 1s spread as evenly as possible over the duration
of the algorithm execution Tuples are sent across the
network only when they are about to participate m a
JOUI
One of our earher versions transmitted all tuples
to the Jommg cluster when the relations were being
partltloned, as 111 DeWltt and Gerber’s algorithm
[Dew1851 We found that this could cause a network
bottleneck durmg partltlonmg, the disks and CPUs
were not well utlhzed Spreadmg the communlcatlons
load over the duration of the algorithms reduced their
execution tnne
The overlappmg among disk I/O, CPU processmg
and data transfer over the network gives algorithm
designers opportunltles to tune the algorithms to
obtam the trade-off between the elapsed tune, total
processmg cost and memory usage that 1sbest for their
system Another example regardmg this 1sthe way the
hash-based algorithms store tuples m batches 1 NBATCH One posslbhty 1s to use one file per batch
at each cluster, we chose to use one file per remote
cluster at each cluster In the former case, no repartltlonmg 1s needed m the later phases, but more buffer
pages have to be allocated m the partltlonmg phase In
the latter case, the tuples m the same batch have to be
rehashed to determme its bucket number, but far
fewer buffer pages are needed to hold the tuples
rewritten to disks

3.2.3. Multiprocessor Hybnd Hash Join Type 1
(HHl)
Algorithm HHl partltlons R and S into batches
and buckets m the same ways that Algorithm HSMl
does However, It uses a hash-based algorithm to JOln
each pair of buckets An m-memory hash table IS constructed for each bucket of R This table is then
probed usmg tuples from the correspondmg bucket of
S to produce the Jam results The concurrent processmg of consecutive batches performed m phase 2 of
Algorithm HSMl 1snot possible here because the hash
table for a bucket of R cannot be deallocated untd It
has been probed by all the tuples m the correspondmg
S bucket On the other hand, Algorithm HSMl
requves memory to hold S buckets, while this algorithm does not The algorithm has four phases
Phase 1: At each cluster C,, NP,,,,,, processes read
R, from disk They hash each tuple and copy It to the
appropriate buffer If it must be written back to disk or
sent to another cluster or process, as in Algorithm
HSMl Each process constructs a hash table of tupleS
belonging to Its own bucket
Phase 2: At each cluster C,, the NP,, processes
read S, from disk They hash each tuple and buffer It
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Tip”= T;tn+%mikmi+%cvtrecv
T,& = pitsk tdtsk

4. Performance Compansons
This section presents performance comparisons of
the JOT algorithms described m Section 3 The mam
purpose of the performance comparison 1s to get some
mslght mto the behavior of different algorithms The
novelty of this performance analysis lies m two facts
Fust, there are few comprehensive performance
studies of Jam algorithms m the multlprocessormultldlsk architectures [Dew1851 Second, most studies do not model overlap among computation, disk
transfers and mterconnectlon network transfers
Unless this overlap 1s modeled, total processmg tune
and elapsed tune are equivalent performance metrics
We do model this overlap so that we can locate
bottlenecks m the algorithms One of the goals of
parallel Mom algorithm design should be to overlap the
usage of various system resources as much as possible,
thus reducmg elapsed tnne while holding total
resource usage constant
The tests conducted can be categorized mto three
groups that mvestlgate (1) the effects of communlcatlon speed, (2) the effects of system configurations,
and (3) the effects of data sizes In this sectlon, we
first describe the methodology used m the analysis
Then the detals of the tests, mcludmg the parameter
settmgs and test results, are discussed

Tht = %d

We assume that the CPU time attributable to disk
transfers 1s neghgglble For network communlcatlon,
we consider both the CPU tune and the hardware
transfer tune, either 1sa potential bottleneck
The elapsed tune T’ for phase I wfl m general be
signticantly less than T&+T&+Tkt
due to overlap
In our analysis, we assume that sufficient buffering 1s
provided to permit all processes to execute m parallel
wth each other and Hnth disk and network transfers
.
One buffer 1s allocated for each input and output
stream for each process
.
One buffer 1s allocated for each disk to contam the
data being read or written
.
One buffer 1s allocated for the network send process at each cluster to hold the next page to be
transmitted and one buffer for the network
receive process to hold the next mcommg page
We also assume that the time for data to flow from the
begmnmg of a plpelme of processes to the end 1sneghgable compared to the total elapsed time for the phase,
so that the plpelme 1s m steady state for most of the
phase Under these assumptions, the elpased tune T‘
can be approximated by the maximum of
.
The total disk transfer time of any disk If I/O 1s
spread evenly over all disks, this quantity 1s

4.1. Analysis Methodology
For each algorithm, we will compute the followmg
quantities
T
T CPU
Tdtsk

T,&I(NC

elapsed time
total CPU time
total disk transfer tune
total network transfer time

&ash
t mow?
twaPP
tbudd- tu&
t send
t r.?cv
t net
tdtsk

The total network transfer time TAt for the phase
.
The total CPU time for any single process, mcludmg network send and receive processes
.
The total CPU time for any cluster, divided by
NP, the number of processors per cluster If processing 1s spread evenly over all clusters, this,
This quantity models
quantity 1s T&,,/(NC NP)
processor sharing among the processes at a cluster
The detiuled formulas derived m the analysis are
not here They can be found 111another version of
this paper [Rich871

CPU time to compare two attributes
CPU tnne to compute hash function of a key
CPU tune to move a tuple in memory
CPU time to swap two pomters in memory
CPU tnne to build a Join result tuple
CPU time to send a page over network
CPU time to receive a page over network
network hardware page transfer tune
disk page transfer time

4 2 Parameter Settings
Three types of parameters are used m the comparisons architectural parameters, timing parameters,
and workload parameters The parameter values used
are listed m Table 1
4 3. Tests and Results
Now we describe the tests conducted m the ‘performance comparisons Since our results showed that
the sort-merge algorithms were generally much slower
than the hash-based algonthms, only curves for the
the hash-based Join algorithms are shown m the figures
m this section except for Figure 3, where we Include
the results of sort-merge algorithms as an example
showmg the performance difference between sort-

We first compute the followmg basic quantities for
each phase I
p&sk

%d
PLV
T;Ottt
P&,

ND)

0

Tnet
Each of these 1s the sum over all phases 1 of the
corresponding per-phase quantities T‘, T&, Th, and
T’
Resource utilization percentages are easily
d%ed from these basic measures The analysis uses
the followmg tunes for basic operations
t=mP

Get

the number of disk transfer pages
the number of pages sent over the network
the number of pages received over the network
CPU tune unrelated to disk or net transfers
can be greater than Pied due to broadcastmg

Then,
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Architectural

Parameters

Tlmmg Parameters
tCanP
5 CLS
bash

tmove
twaPP
tbb.dd- tuple

3 PS

10 j.ls
-I-

lcls

20 ps

01-3ms
01-3ms
04-256ms
(100 - 600 Mbps)
10 - 30 ms
tdtsk
Workload Parameters
50 - 400K pages
B I- 10 B I
10-s
JS
tmd

h?CV
tnet

1 ms
1 ms
256ms
(100 Mbps)
15 ms

Figure 2 Elapsed Tune vs Network Bandwidth
.

4 3.1. Communrcatlon versus Performance
In this test, the bandwidth of the communlcatlons
lme was varied from 100 Mbps to 600 Mbps to study
the effects of the data transfer rate on the performance
of the algorithms The results are shown m Figure 2
The elapsed times of type 1 algorithms drop dramatltally when the bandwidth increases from 100 Mbps to
300 Mbps This IS because the system 1s network
bound with our typical parameter settmgs for these
algorithms In other words, the data transfer was the
bottleneck and the bandwidth of the communlcatlons
line determmed theu elapsed times In contrast, the
elapsed tunes of type 2 algorithms did not change at all
when the bandwldth was varied in the range In these
two algorithms, the amount of data transferred equals
It IS not a bottleneck
the size of the small relatton R
when the bandwidth 1sgreater than 200 Mbps

The number of processors at each cluster, NP, IS'
vmed, and other parameters are kept constant
.
Memory size A4 at each cluster 1s vaned, while
other parameters were kept constant
We wti describe these tests 111more detail
(1) The ekqxed tune versus dfferent wnjiguratrons under
the same total hardware resources One extreme of
the spectrum 1s that all resources form a smgle
large cluster Another extreme 1s a system such
as Gamma [DeW186], where each cluster has only
one processor and one disk The results are’
shown m Figure 3 The later case 1snot shown m
the figure smce the trend 1s already shown when
the system conssts of 64 clusters havmg two disks
and two processors each That 1s the case when
each cluster has two disks and two processors
When the system conssts of 128 clusters with one
processor and one disk, the elapsed tune for
HSM2 1s almost doubled compared to the 64cluster case The other three curves remamed flat
(not shown m the figure)
From Frgure 3, it can be seen that a huge smgle
cluster provides the best performance smce the
communlcatlons cost 1s ehmmated The curves of
HHl and HSMl are flat smce the system 1s
network-bound
This will be seen more clearly
later The total amount of data transferred 111the,
1.00
I
/

4.3.2. System Configuration versus Performance
The first group of tests that mvestlgated the
effects of system configurations on performance consists of the followmg five tests
.
The total hardware resources, that IS, the total
number of disks (NC ND), processors (NC NP),
and memory size (NC M) are kept constant The
number of clusters in the system (NC) 1svaried
.
The configuration of each cluster 1skept the same
(1 e, fix NP and ND), but the number of clusters m the system varies
.
The number of disks at each cluster, ND, IS
varied, and other parameters are kept constant

Figure 3 Elapsed Time vs Number of Clusters
(Fixed Hardware Resources)
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type 2 algorithms equals the size of relation R ,
which 1s a constant when the system configuration
1s changed With the large number of clusters (
> 32), HSM2 performs poorly smce rephcatmg
relation R mcreases the total processmg cost The
mcreasmg CPU cost makes the system CPU
bound When the number of clusters 1s doubled,
the elapsed tune is also doubled For the type 1
algorithms, mcreasmg the number of clusters
mcreases the number of pages sent over the network , NCNC ’ ( p I+ IS I) When the number of
clusters m the system mcreases from 2 to 4, this
amount mcreases one thud This I reflected 111
the mcrease of the elapsed tune We ignore the
memory contention and the cost of synchronlvng
the concurrent access of disks m our analysis
The huge smgle cluster case 1s just an mdlcatlon
of the lower bound of the elapsed tune It 1s
nnpractlcal to put a large number of disks and
processors v&h shared memory m one cluster
Figure 3 was obtamed with a 100 Mbps network
With 600 Mbps, the performance is a little
dfierent
In this case, the type 1 algorithms performed better than thev counterparts Figure 4
shows the results As 111Figure 3, the type 2 algorlthms performed very poorly when the number
of clusters exceeded 64
NC
NP
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Figure 4 Elapsed Tnne vs Number of Clusters
(Fixed Cluster Configuratlon)
(2) The elapsed tune versus the number of clusters In
this test, the configuration of each cluster was
kept the same and the number of clusters m the
system was varied The result of this varlatlon 1s
to mcrease the parallel processmg power of the
system and also mtroduce more data transfer for
some algorithms smce we assume that the original
data 1s scattered around the system The result of
this test 1s shown m Figure 5
(3) The elapsed tameversus the number of dtsks at each
cluster In these tests, the number of dnks are
vatled and other parameters IS kept as constant
Figure 6 shows the result It can be seen from
the figure that it 1s unnecessary to attach more
disks to a cluster when the bottleneck 1s not disk
I/O When the number of disks was more than
eight m the tested case, mcreasmg the number of

Figure 7 Elapsed Time vs Number of Processors
disks did not brmg real performance benefit
(4) The claped nme versus the number of processors at
each cluster In these tests, the number of processors at each cluster was varied and the results are
shown m Figure 7 It can be seen from the figure
that CPU processmg was not the bottleneck even
with two processors at each cluster The only
exceptlon was the HSM2 algorithm, which 1s the
most CPU-mtenuve CPU of these algorithms
However, Hrlth more than eight processors per
cluster, the elapsed time did not decrease further
when more processors were added to the clusters
Another observation IS that, m our buffer alloca-
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tlon scheme, the number of buffers needed
increases proportionally to the square of the
number of processors, (not lmearly) The large
number of processors may cause msufficlent
memory for executing the algorithms
(5) The elapsed tune versus the amount of memory at
each cluster In this group of tests, the amount of
memory at each cluster was varied From the
results, shown m Figure 8, it can be seen that the
type 2 algorithms required more memory space
for buffers
That IS, the mmlmum memory
requirement 1s more strict for them However, as
long as the memory was big enough to start the
algorithm,, there was not a btg difference m the
elapsed time with different memory sizes This
can be explamed as follows The only benefit a
large size memory provide 1s to save the disk I/O
and related rehashmg of buckets of 1 NBATCH The processmg of the remammg buckets wti not be affected by the bucket sizes, which
are determmed by memory stze If the processing
cost of the first batch 1s not the dommant factor
of the total processmg, or disk I/O 1s not the
bottleneck m the fist phase, the memory size
will not slgndicantly affect the elapsed time, as
seen from the figure

;
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relations were small Second, the elapsed time of all’
algorithms mcreases to some extent when the relations
become larger The type 1 algorithms were still more
sensitive to the relation sizes When the relation sizes
become larger, thev performance become worse than
the type 2 algorithms

Figure 9 Elapsed Time vs Relation Sizes

Figure 10 Elapsed Time vs Relation &es
(Faster Network)
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5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have described SIX different
parallel and pipelined JOUI algorithms Some results
from our analysis are also presented to compare those
algorithms The results of our performance evaluation
reiterate the relative performance superlorlty of the
hash-based algorithms compared to sort-based algorlthms Our results also show how the effects of overlaps among the different steps of an algorithm effect Its
relative performance We calculate the bottlenecks m
the altematlve horn algorithms and show that the,
performance of an algorithm nnproves by dlstrlbutmg
the tasks across the vartous non-overlappmg stages of
the algorithm so that maxnnum overlap and equitable
resource ut&zatlon are achieved Our results show that
mtercluster communlcatlon bandwidth is typically a
bottleneck, and thus, the algorithm or system
configuration that reduces mtercluster data transfer 1s
preferred The rephcated versions of the algorithms
typically perform better than their non-rephcated counterparts because of the reduced mtercluster data
transfer
From this study, we can state some basic concluslons about parallel processmg of Join operattons m the
multiprocessor environment

-

Figure 8 Elapsed Tnne vs Memory Size

4 3 3 Data Sizes versus Performance
The third group of tests studled the effects of the
data size on performance of the algorithms The size
of relation R ranged from 1 75 lo9 bytes to 25 lo9
I IS I I ranged from IIR I I to 10 I IR I I Figure 9 depicts
the relatlonshlp between the elapsed tnne and the relation size Along with the mcrease of the size of the
two relations, the elapsed time of all algorithms also
mcreased However, the type 1 algorithms were more
sensltme to this mcrease The elapsed time mcreased
lmearly with the size of the relations The reason for
this 1s that the bottleneck m these tests 1sthe network
The amount of data transferred mcreases when the
relation sizes mcreases Figure 10 shows the same system and relation sizes with a high bandwdth network
(600 Mbps) The first observation 1s that the type 1
algorithms outperform the type 2 algorithms when the
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amount of data has to be transferred m a very
large system through the communications lme
This 1s especially true for the algorithms where a
large amount of data transfer is required (such as
HSMl and HHl)
(4) One key pomt m the design of a parallel processmg algortthm IS to achieve maximum overlap
among operations requumg different resources m
order to mcrease the parallelism and reduce the
effect of the resource that IS the bottleneck of the
plpelme For example, m the hash-based algonthms, the remotely processed tuples can be
transferred either durmg partltlonmg or right
before therr use m the Jommg phase The total
communlcatlon cost IS the same m these two
schemes, while their overlappmg with disk I/O IS
different In the first scheme, all communlcatlon
occurs while the relations are partlttoned The
second scheme dlstrlbutes the communlcatlons
cost, each relatively small amount of data transfer
overlaps mth disk I/O and CPU processmg m the
Jommg phases Which scheme 1s better will
depend on the relative speed of the disk I/O and
data transfer over the network This example
remmds us that parallehsm between different type
of resources can be further increased by tunmg
the processing steps carefully for each algorithm
Furthermore, the precise analysis of such a parallel processing algorithm 1s very dtificult
Some
slmulatlon or tests m real systems would be useful

(1) The different performance shown by the algo-

rlthms studled mdlcates that It 1s important to
choose appropriate algorithms for a particular Jam
operation with a given system configuration
Furthermore, unth a given system and relations to
be Joined, the query optlmlzer has to carefully
determme the number of clusters, the number of
disks and the number of processors that will be
used m the JOUI Generally speakmg, the hashbased algorithms outperform the sort-merge algorlthms If the output tuples are not required m the
sorted order However, m the case that the
source relations are already sorted, or the apphcations require the output tuples be sorted on the
JO~ attributes, the sort-merge algorithms may be
advantageous One posslbdity not mentloned 1s
that of using an order-preservmg hash function m
the hash-based sort-merge algorithms The sorted
order IS mamtamed between different buckets,
and the final output tuples can thus be m the
desued sorted order The use of an orderpreservmg hash function should not mtroduce
heavy extra cost
(2) In multiprocessor-multidisk systems, high parallelism can be achieved by drvldmg the total processmg task among processors and disks and executing
the subtasks concurrently
However, m some
algorithms, such as the sort-merge algorithms
evaluated in this study, the parallel processmg
becomes difficult for some steps (final merge, for
example) Increasing of the number of processes
cannot speed up the processmg On the other
hand, the hash-based algorithms are naturally
parallehzable Both the partltlonmg and Jommg
phase can be concurrently executed by all partlapatmg processors This 1s the mam factro that
explams why the hash-based algorithms outperform the sort-merge algorithms with regard to the
elapsed time
(3) Among the three maJor system resources, CPU,
disk and communlcatlon network, CPU seems to
not be the bottleneck of the processmg plpelme m
general (only m some steps of the sort-merge
JOTS as mentioned above)
For hash-based algorithms a small number of processors at each cluster 1s enough to provide the necessary processmg
power On the other hand, disk I/O can be the
bottleneck of the plpelme, although we mtentlonally used large page size (32K) and very high
disk-memory transfer rate in our study One possible approach 1s to increase the number of disks
at each clusters
This multi-disk system can
efficiently remove the bottleneck caused by slow
disk I/O However, the number of disks that can
be attached to one cluster must be hmlted by the
complexity of control
For Jams with small or moderate size relations,
communlcahons cost should not be a dommant
factor m local area networks [Lu85], there IS,
however, stdl the posslblllty that the communlcatlons lme becomes a bottleneck when a large

Smce the system configuration, that is, the
number of clusters, the number of processors, the
number of disks, and the size of memory used m a
Jam operation, affects the performance along with the
relation size and selectlvltles, query optlmlzatlon m
this multiprocessor envvonment could be more complicated, and also more nnportant It might be a useful
exercise to more thoroughly Investigate the relative
behavior of different algorithms with regard to the
parameters and derive some heurlstlcs to use m the
query processmg process for such a data flow database
machme
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